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Sergei M. Eisenstein: Alexander Nevsky (1937/8) and Ivan the Terrible Parts I and 

II (1942-5) 

 

 
 

The history and politics of these films are imbecile. Take the opening of Ivan I: Ivan is 

crowned, despite the mutterings of the ambassadors, of the boyars, and of ugly old Efrosinia, 

whose idiot son (he talks with his mouth full) is now debarred the succession. 

 

 
 

 Noble, clean-cut sixteenth-century proletarians gatecrash the coronation, and are abashed 

by Ivan’s majesty. Cruel, foolish Tartar envoys from Khazan gatecrash the coronation too, 

and threaten Muscovy with “Moskva – malenky: Khazan – bolshoi!” They give Ivan their 

equivalent of Henry V’s tennis balls: a dagger with which to kill himself. He treats the gesture 

with apt contempt, and says that although he has never wanted war, if they want it they can 

have it. The noble, clean-cut proletarians cheer him, saying with delight, “The Tsar is no 

fool!” and one eyeballs the chief of the cruel, foolish Khazan envoys with, “Khazan – 

malenky: Moskva – bolshoi!” whereupon the Khazan envoy looks terribly worried … and so 

on. 

 The acting is totalitarian; as if Stanislavsky had never been. Behaviouristic it isn’t, and 

total identification with your part is a long way off – it’s all nineteenth-century ham, in close-

up – solid, semaphore acting. And not a raised eyebrow nor a rolling eye is there without 
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Eisenstein’s say-so. Few shots last more than five seconds; the rhythm is dictated, not by the 

actors’ instincts, but by the director’s will. Actors are not creative artists, but puppets – filmed 

preferably in close-up, lit from below. There’s no room for subtlety or ambiguity. Friends are 

friends, enemies are enemies, and, with several friends, you don’t know – they’re probably 

enemies too. 

 In other words, the movie is designed to give pleasure to one man and one man only – the 

man who commissioned it, Stalin. In order to enjoy it – and it’s very enjoyable with 

adjustment – you have to place yourself in a Stalinist mindset. 

 

 

 Things improve slightly in Ivan Part I 

when we get to the capture of Khazan 

(well-known already from Varlaam’s song 

in Act II of Boris Godunov). The Russians 

plant a huge mine under the city’s ramparts, 

and – “That’s how it was at the city of 

Khazan!” If only World War II had been as 

simple. 

  

 

 

 What in the film’s indoor scenes is over 

the top becomes, in the outdoors, impressive. 

There’s less emphasis on inter-personal 

conflict and more on artillery, which is a less 

funny topic for films (though we do notice that 

Ivan’s sixteenth-century cannon appear to be 

without recoil).  Big guns being dragged 

through rocky and dusty landscapes are in 

themselves very dramatic, unconvincing 

though their firing may prove in the event. 

 

 

 

 Eisenstein, aided by his cameramen 

(Alexander Moskvin for the exteriors, 

Eduard Tisse for the interiors), was a master 

of composition, and was also helped from 

time to time by fortunate cloud-formations. 

A single shot of Ivan outside his tent on a 

hill, with the clouds seeming to radiate from 

his vicinity, explains the awe felt by the 

soldiers below. This man is not a politician 

– he’s part of the elements. 

 
 

 

 
     The business of the Tartar prisoners being 

tied to stakes and then killed by their own side 

is distasteful – mitigated by the fact that the 

central Asian extras, who play the victims, 

can’t act – but Ivan, once he knows about it, 

forbids it! He is above the racism and brutality 

of his followers. 
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 The next episode, of Ivan’s near-fatal 

illness and recovery (he’s cured by the 

Sacraments), defines more precisely the 

idiom set up in the coronation scene, and the 

world the film’s portraying. Firstly, all acting 

leads with the chin. You don’t look at another 

character, you lift your chin at them and stare 

at them down your nose. 

 
 

 

 

 Your eyes open as wide as possible, 

assisted by the mascara they’ve put on you, 

and the pupils transfix your enemy, over the 

white eyeliner you’ve also been given to aid 

the effect. Your objective (to use a 

Stanislavskian term) is always to create 

unease, if not fear, in your interlocutor. 

 

 

 It may sound funny, but what it 

dramatises is so unfunny you only laugh at it 

afterwards. Eisenstein is portraying a 

community, not of people, but of monsters – 

a community from which all trust has been 

banished and in every corner of which spies 

are lurking. 

 
 

 

 The person giving you advice, as Efrosinia gives advice to Kurbsky, is actually your 

enemy. You have no friends. Ivan may have friends – the Basmanovs, his lovely, gentle 

Tsarina Anastasia, his most-favoured spy (a noble, clean-cut proletarian from the coronation 

scene, promoted into Ivan’s equivalent of the NKVD) – but you have no friends. In a court 

ruled by one man, only one man can create human bonds – except he’s more likely to destroy 

them. Apart from him, you’re on your own, and only lies and treachery can save you. Thus 

Kurbsky learns, just as he is about to swear allegiance to Efrosinia’s son, that Ivan isn’t dead 

after all – and swears public allegiance to his son instead (the murdered Tsarevich from Boris 

Godunov), just in time, as the threatening shadow of Ivan lowers up the corridor behind him. 

It’s all the reverse of civilised – what society can Eisenstein have been modelling it on? 

 The film’s uni-dimensional politics dictate everything. Ivan’s problems southwards being 

solved with the demolition of Khazan, he turns his attention westwards. His “sister”, Queen 

Elizabeth of England, wants to trade with him – but the Livonians and Germans stand in his 

way! He wants a strong centralised authority to drag Russia into the sixteenth century – but 

the boyars stand in his way! Answer: defeat the Livonians and Germans, and remove the 

boyars from the equation, just as Stalin defeated the Poles and Germans, and just as he 

liquidated the intellectuals, the writers, the civil service, the scientific elite, the officer corps, 

and finally the secret police organisations who had done his liquidating for him. 

 Just as Ivan makes himself one with the common people, so Stalin would like the world 

to think he had made himself one with the workers of Russia – via his five-year plans, and 

such wonders as the White Sea Canal, which involved the deaths of hundreds of thousands of 

them. 

 In the film, the more successful Ivan gets, the larger is the shadow that he throws: 
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 Now is this propaganda (“Who could not know of this great leader, whose shadow is all 

over Russia?”) or is it subtle satire (“The greater he thinks he becomes, the more insubstantial 

he becomes as a human being”?) 

 It goes without saying that the historical Ivan IV is nowhere in sight. The real Ivan earned 

his sobriquet by doing things like hanging his Chancellor up naked in public and cutting bits 

off him until he died. The real Ivan, if he thought you deserved it (or just because he couldn’t 

find anybody who did deserve it) would personally torture you to death over a period of 

weeks by doing things like boiling three of your limbs and freezing the fourth – always 

avoiding doing any harm to your brain, so you’d always know what was going on, or to your 

heart, so you wouldn’t die too quickly. 

 I don’t think even Stalin could have identified with the real Ivan the Terrible. 

 

************************** 

 

It’s when you watch the earlier film Alexander Nevsky that you realise how heavily stylized 

Ivan is, and how deliberately Eisenstein worked with his actors and crew to create an entirely 

new and artificial cinematic idiom. In Nevsky, there are few close-ups; no eye-rolling; no 

acting with the chin; and no mascara or eye-shadow, even on the heroine. Instead everything 

is conventional and naturalistic. It’s true the bad guys are absolutely evil in a way that no-one 

even is in Ivan; the baddies are the Teutonic Knights, celebrated with faux-naïveté by 

Chaucer: 
    Ful ofte time he had the borde bigon 

    Aboven alle nacions in Pruce; 

    In Lettow had he raised and in Ruse, 

    No Christen man so oft of his degree … 

 

 The Knights (whose castles were held sacred by the Nazis) abrogate all sympathy by the 

way they burn to death several infants of Pskov early in the action, as well as by the 

ridiculous riveted buckets they wear on their heads.  
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 Not even the Waffen S.S. were to look as dehumanised, menacing and stupid as this. The 

Knights also have an ugly old battalion padre, who accompanies wicked Catholic music on a 

portative organ, in a dull, whining style (which you don’t have to suffer in the oratorio 

Prokofiev wrote from his film score). 

 Nicolai Cherkassov plays Nevsky as Max von Sydow might have played him in a later 

generation (in this film, Cherkassov looks a bit Swedish). He doesn’t twist his body around 

his staff in elaborate coils, or drape himself over the furniture broodingly as he will when he 

plays Ivan. His wig and beard, a lot more normal-looking that the ones he wears as Ivan, 

bring the hero into the realm of middle dimensions in a way that, coming from the later films, 

surprises you. 

 

      
 

Ivan                                                                         Nevsky 

 

 The film tells a naïve legend. It would have you believe that when the pre-Rus mercantile 

republics of Novgorod and Kiev were threatened by the Mongols from the east and the 

Teutonic Knights from the west, the merchants and traders, who had created the cities’ 

affluence, all fled like the bourgeois parasites they were, and that the cities were saved by 

their working classes, led by a prince who had started life as a Baltic fisherman. 

 It climaxes, as all know, in the famous Battle on the Ice, filmed in a field outside Moscow 

at the height of summer, with artificial snow. I find the battle slightly more annoying and 

confusing than the one in Olivier’s Henry V (another innocent propaganda piece) and much 

less well directed than the one in Welles’ Chimes at Midnight. There’s too much simple 

slashing at unseen foemen left and right for us to get involved; stunt co-ordination and fight 

arrangement were, it appears, in their infancy in 1937. And when the ice cracks beneath the 

Teutons, and they fall in, the ice looks like expanded polystyrene (which I know hadn’t been 

invented in 1937). There’s a much better Battle on the Ice in a forgotten Len Deighton-based 
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film directed by Ken Russell, called Billion Dollar Brain – but that movie doesn’t figure in 

many film courses. 

 There’s a sub-plot in Nevsky relating to two lusty friends from the Russian proletariat 

who, in an early Novgorod sequence, are seen eyeing up a Novgorod maiden. One of them 

seems a bit of a buffoon (he wears a silly hat), and the other somewhat broody. Our western 

depravity makes us suspect that they’ll abduct and rape her: but their intentions, like those of 

every Rus person in the film, are honourable. Which of them shall she have? 

 

 
 

 An amazon herself, she announces that the choice is hard, but that the one who shows 

most bravery in the oncoming battle against the Teutons shall have her hand. In the event, 

both are seriously wounded – but the jolly one concedes that the broody one fought best, and 

in any case (to quell the wrath of his mother, who never would allow her son to be second 

best in anything), says that he already has his eye on another Amazonian maid who looks just 

as good. 

 

 
 

 The action terminates with Alexander Nevsky showing a Stalinist magnanimity to most of 

the Teutonic prisoners, who are either freed or ransomed. Only two are condemned to death: 

the monkish organist (whom we presume to be torn for his bad notes) and a bad guy who had 

knifed his jovial Rus captor after he had surrendered. Thus the regime advertises its humanity. 

 How Beria must have chuckled. 

 

************************** 
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Ivan the Terrible Part II is quite different from Part I, even though the acting and direction is 

identically stylised; and it is a masterpiece. It has a plot, for a start, which takes up most of its 

length (Part I is a series of episodes), and thus the sick parallels between Ivan and Stalin are, 

if not pushed into the background, at least made to take second place to the narrative. 

 Ivan is depicted as having “attained the highest power”, as his successor is depicted as 

having done in Mussorgsky’s opera; but where Boris is made miserable by the price of guilt 

at which he has purchased it, Ivan is only unhappy because he has to keep working so hard to 

retain it. Guilt he doesn’t feel. Flashbacks show the murder of his mother and of the gentle 

Anastasia, and his childhood attempts at counter-asserting his power. The boy playing Ivan 

has a long face of great beauty, and acts very well. 

 The film starts with an episode, in which Kurbsky defects to the Polish court – though he 

doesn’t pretend there to be the true Tsar, as the false Dmitri does in Boris Godunov. The Poles 

are depicted as an effete bunch, and their King, whose throne room has a floor like an 

enormous chess-board, wears a western-European ruff about three feet wide. 

 

 
 

 The Polish court ladies are convinced that Russians eat children alive. Kurbsky swears 

allegiance to his new master, and, with this kowtow to traditional Russian polophobia, the 

film forgets him. He doesn’t, as Mussorgsky’s False Dmitri does, embark on an affair with an 

unscrupulous Polish princess. 

 The rest of the movie is a plot about the boyars’ plot: more precisely, about Efronsinia’s 

plot, assisted by the boyars, to assassinate Ivan and put her half-wit son on the throne. In this 

she has the support of Ivan’s old friend Philip, whom the tsar has made Metropolitan of 

Moscow, and who turns against Ivan when he has a few boyars decapitated for plotting with 

the Livonians. Eisenstein films their necks in loving close-up as they kneel on the floor, but 

then spoils it by having the executioner’s sword descend at the wrong angle, so that he 

appears to cleave the victim’s skull in two vertically – an uncharacteristic failure of 

continuity. Efrosinia and Philip choose an innocent young monk to kill Ivan. Philip tells him 

he’ll be blessed by the deed. 
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 The conflict between Tsar and Metropolitan is done in a serio-comic style by Ivan 

chasing Philip on his knees as he tries to leave the chamber, and grabbing his lengthy train 

over and over again.  

 The action hinges on two meta-theatrical devices: a play in a cathedral, and another play 

in the Kremlin. In the first, three innocent choirboys play the three victims placed in the 

Burning Fiery Furnace, with a small boy having the plot explained to him by ugly old 

Efrosinia. Ivan, it’s plain, is to be thought of as Nebuchadnezzar. 

 

 
 

 But harsh laughter off indicates that Ivan is listening, and is too confident to be as upset 

by the charade as the King of Denmark is by The Mousetrap. As he and his black-hooded 

acolytes enter, the three choirboys falter, and the show stops. Ivan knows they’re out to get 

him, and says that if he does start living up to his nickname and start acting Terribly, it’ll be 

their fault, not his. Cherkassov says these lines not with sadistic glee, but with a short smile, a 

raised eyebrow, and a stare straight to camera. 

 

 
 

 The play in the Kremlin is filmed in colour, for no obvious reason. It features, in the lead, 

Efrosinia’s idiot son. Ivan has invited him to a party. At the party, which is full of hearty 

Russian masquing, cryptic songs, and athletic dancing, the Idiot reveals to Ivan, in his cups, 

that his mother and her associates are going to try and assassinate him. Ivan reacts comically, 

and orders his own coronation robes. In these the fool is dressed, and told to lead the court 

into the cathedral – where the innocent young monk stabs him from behind. 

 Efrosinia comes forward in triumph, whereupon the Black Hoods behind her part, and 

Ivan strides slowly up the aisle thus created, staring at her without expression. It is a moment 

of extraordinary melodrama. She touches him to see if he’s real, and starts back upon finding 

that he is. She then turns to what she thought was his dead body – turns it over, as Tosca turns 

over the body of Cavaradossi – and behold, it’s her son, through whom she was hoping to 

rule. 
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 Ivan gives the innocent young monk his freedom on the grounds that he’s killed an enemy 

of the state. 

 

 
 

 We almost feel sorry for Efrosinia, who at one point sings her dopey son a lullaby; but her 

maternal instinct is subordinate to her power-lust, and it was she who poisoned the gentle 

Anastasia in Part I – so we stop just short. We certainly feel sorry for the Idiot. But by now 

we’re carried away, share the movie’s totalitarian values, and – because Nicolai Cherkassov is 

so brilliant as Ivan (you can see why they made him a Deputy of the Supreme Soviet), we 

want Ivan to win. After all, the future of Russia is in his hands, and by the end of the film (to 

adapt a phrase from Shelley) “We are all Russians now”, and we’ve got used to the idea that, 

as in Boris Godunov, innocence has to go to the wall with guilt. 

 


